GoPlus Corp. (and its trademarked brand GoPlus®, collectively “GoPlus”) is a leading manufacturer, distributor, and seller of an extensive collection of consumer goods, including but not limited to furniture, weight training equipment, treadmills, Christmas trees, water sports equipment, tools, luggage, games, and more. GoPlus owns an array of intellectual property, including trademarks, copyrights, and patents, and is a member of eBay’s Verified Rights Owner (VeRO) Program.

GoPlus regularly monitors listings on eBay to identify potential infringement of the brand’s intellectual property. Any party that copies, distributes copies of, or displays copies of GoPlus’s copyrighted materials, including images used in GoPlus’s product listings, is liable for copyright infringement. If such infringing material is found by GoPlus and/or is brought to GoPlus’s attention, GoPlus will take appropriate action.

Information related to trademarks and patents owned by GoPlus can be found at least by searching the United States Patent and Trademark (USPTO) Assignment Search system, the Trademark Electronic Search System (TESS), and/or USPTO.gov.

GoPlus intends to protect its intellectual property to the full extent of the law.